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marvelous morse code
Description:
In the 19th century, if you wanted to share news
with a friend who lived far away, the only way you
could do that was to send them a letter. But did you
ever wonder how people could communicate with
each other that was even faster than letter writing?
By using electrical signals and Morse code! This was
done by using a machine called a telegraph, and
having a series of dots and dashes to represent
each letter; this system could transmit messages
through wires to people all over the world in a
matter of days! Learn how to decipher Morse code
with this self-guided activity sheet.

1. ebooks on morse code:
Head to https://www.egpl.ca/digital-library/ and search for 'EbscoHost' under
Entertainment. You will need your library card number to access the eBooks.

2. search for these titles
The Small Secret of Morse Code, by Pamela
Dell and Adam Larkin
Genius Communication Inventions: From
Morse Code to the Internet by Matt Turner
and Sarah Conner
Telegraph by Mary Elizabeth Saltzmann

Activity: Learn how to decipher Morse Code!

What does Morse Code sound like? Click here to find out
and to translate messages into Morse Code!
Can you figure out what these Morse Code messages say? Remember, there is a
space between each letter and a forward slash (/) between each word. If you are
having trouble, go to the International Morse Code Translator website (see
above).
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Useful links:

http://www.firstladies.org/curriculum/curriculum.aspx?Curriculum=1105
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oo0hSZ9R_Xk
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Q:WHAT DO YOU CALL AN APOLOGY
WRITTEN IN DOTS AND DASHES?
A:A

'RE-MORSE'

CODE!

Trivia:
Did you know that Samuel Morse was a
struggling artist before he invented Morse
Code? In 1840, he filed the patent for the
telegraph that he and his assistant, Alfred
Vail, created together.

Click here for local history on trains and
telegraphs in East Gwillimbury from our
friends at the Sharon Temple

